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Amazing Animals 

It’s a zoo in here!  We’ll be 

building models of snakes, 

monkeys, frogs and many 

more.  Children will explore 

the wonders of the animal 

kingdom, learning fun facts 

about their favourite critters. 

Guaranteed fun for any 

animal lovers out there.  

Amusement park 

Get your ticket to ride 

at Bricks 4 Kidz® very own 

Amusement Park! Children 

will build a new ride each day, 

learning how to make things 

spin, roll, turn and rock. Then 

they will take what they have 

learned to design their own 

thrills and challenges. 

Motorized models maximize 

the action and the fun. 

 

Animal "Grossology" 

If you’re fascinated 

by the weird but 

true, wild and wacky, 

gross and yucky, then 

this is the theme for 

you! Spend the week 

discovering the zany 

biology of our animal 

friends. Each day 

we’ll explore 

fascinating facts 

about the animal 

kingdom, focusing on 

a “creature of the 

day”. Build a 

different animal 

model each day and 

fill your very own 

“Animal Grossology” 

booklet with crazy 

and cool facts you 

learn, complete with 

a picture of each 

model, to become a 

certified Bricks 4 Kid

z® grossologist! 

 

Angry Birdies/Bad 

Piglets 

Enter into the world of 

Angry Birds® and Bad 

Piggies®  the Bricks 4 Ki

dz® way!  Campers will 

be challenged to 

physically build and 

destroy a level from the 

popular game of Angry 

Birds®. Set your birds to 

flight by launching them 

on catapults and 

slingshots to destroy 

pigs.  Build a working 

launcher to create 

things to knock 

down.  Campers will 

have the ability to build 

different colored birds 

using LEGO® Bricks, 

along with our 

proprietary model kits. 

 



  

 

CHI Challenge 

 Let the legend be told, that 

in the land of Chima®, only 

the brave survive.  Eight 

animal tribes battle in 

pursuit of the CHI, the 

balance of life. Children will 

have the opportunity to 

choose their tribe, while 

building and battling for 

victory.  Put your 

Chima® skills to the test 

throughout this camp, by 

racing Speedorz® and 

building motorized models 

with LEGO® Bricks.  Does 

your tribe have what it 

takes to become the 

ultimate master of 

CHI?  Your destiny awaits! 

 

Clash of Bricks 

Gather your barbarians and archers! 

Experience the thrill of battling 

barbarians, greedy goblins, powerful 

PEKKAs, and wild all breakers. 

 

Classic Arcade Brick Aventures 

Campers will build the famous 

plumber brothers, a Brick Eater, a 

jumping hedgehog, alien invaders, 

and more! 

 

Bricks 4 Girlz® 

Designed specifically for 

girls, our Brick 4 Girlz® 

camp is full of LEGO® 

themed activities based on 

all things girly! Build 

adorable houses, cafes 

and fun motorised girl 

oriented models. We’ll do 

lots of other unique things 

with bricks, from jewelry 

making to brick art and 

origami, with a take-home 

project each day. Come 

hang out with us for a girls-

only week of crafting and 

creating with LEGO® 

bricks.  And don’t worry… 

there are absolutely “NO 

BOYS ALLOWED!” 

 

Brick Olympics 

Calling all sports 

fans...on your mark, get 

set, build! Celebrate the 

sports with cool models 

of sport from Cycling to 

Soccer, Basketball to 

Gymnastics. Compete 

indoors to set your own 

Brick Olympic records 

with our exciting sport-

themed challenges!  



 

 

 

European Tour 

Put on your traveling backpacks and 

join us on an exciting tour through 

Europe! Do you know how many 

people the Colosseum could hold? 

Have you ever heard the beautiful 

melody played by the chiming bells 

inside Big Ben? What do you think it 

would feel like to walk through an 

ancient Greek portal that leads 

to…nowhere? We’ll learn about 

architecture and engineering, build 

and play in this fun and fascinating 

tour of Europe! 

Extreme Expedition 

Form a team to face the challenge of 

our extreme expedition theme. Search 

the globe for bricks and other 

resources needed to construct a base 

in the Himalayan Mountains and 

complete your expedition. Encounter 

Worse Case Scenario survival 

challenges, face forces of nature, and 

construct transportation equipment 

to bring your team together from 

around the globe. 

 

Jurassic Brick Land: Are you ready for the 

adventure of a lifetime? Put on your hiking 

boots and camouflage…. Your about to 

enter Jurassic Brick land! We will build a 

world that comes to life with Velociraptors, 

Brontosaurus’ and a terrifying T-Rex. We 

will learn all about different dinosaurs as 

well as other extinct prehistoric animal’s 

that once roamed the earth and swam in 

the sea. 

 

Galaxy far away 

Inspired by NASA and Star Wars™, our Space 

Adventures activities are packed full of models 

that will make your child’s imagination blast off! 

Each day, children will learn about real-life 

space exploration and build models related to 

the NASA space program. In addition, the day 

includes LEGO® Star Wars™ themed models, 

video games, group games, challenges and 

more. Bricks 4 Kidz® Space Adventure camp 

provides the spark for imagination and 

creativity to take off on an adventure that's out 

of this world! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interesting Inventions 

Someone once said that 

“Necessity is the mother 

of invention,” which tells 

us that people come up 

with new ideas because 

they had a problem that 

caused them to think of a 

solution. But sometimes 

curiosity is the cause of 

an invention, when a 

person thinks to 

themselves, “I wonder 

what would happen if…”  

And sometimes 

inventions are even the 

result of an accident! 

Children will explore 

some funky inventions 

and learn about how they 

came about. The perfect 

activity for all the 

inquisitive minds out 

there. 

 
Mining & Crafting 

 Minecraft®, this famous game, about 

placing blocks and building anything you can 

imagine, in this camp children will build all 

their favourite critters and machines, from 

the game, as well as numerous motorized 

models using LEGO® bricks (and no 

computer!). They will face new challenges 

everyday, building models and crafting 

characters from the popular Minecraft® 

game. Join us and explore and experience 

the world of Minecraft® but without video 

game! 

 

Minions 

 Based on the popularity of the Despicable Me and 

Minions movies, children will go on an adventure 

through the much loved films! From designing mini-

minions and minion mosaics, to motorized LEGO® 

inventions they might be called on to help on Gru and 

Dr. Nefario’s  next crazy adventure. 

 

Pocket Brick Monsters 

Tap into your inner engineer as we build Dratini, 

Pikachu, Poké Balls, and more! 



 

Pirate’s Quest 

Shiver me timbers as we 

explore the popular culture 

behind the life of a pirate. Build 

a motorized pirate ship, a helm 

and an anchor as we batten 

down the hatches and 

prepare for a mutiny. Protect 

the hands on deck by building 

a launching catapult, but 

beware me mateys if it’s too 

late you must abandon ship 

and build a rowing boat to 

escape. Watch out for the 

crocodiles. Anchors away! 

Super Heroes Academy 

Join Bricks 4 Kidz® for 

building Super Heroes 

with LEGO® 

bricks.  Explore all the 

caped crusaders and 

discover their super 

powers.  Create a fantasy 

world and protect it 

against all the evil arch 

enemies with custom 

contraptions made with 

LEGO® 

bricks.  (Copyright Bricks 

4 Kidz® 2012.  This camp 

is not affiliated with 

Marvel Comics.) 

 

Teenage Brick Turtles 

Grab your Katanas and nunchucks as we prepare to 

fight crime with the Teenage Brick Turtles. Practise 

engineering while as you build two of the courageous 

turtles and their wise Japanese rat sensei, Master 

Splinter. Strenghten your ninjutsu skills to defeat the 

villainous Shredder and his evil Foot clan. After a 

treacherous day of crime fighting, don't forget to give 

the turtles a break to enjoy a pizzadown in their 

sewer dwelling under the city. Let's build and play... 

Brick Turtle Style! 

 

Wedo® Junior Robotics 

 Wedo® combines classic 

LEGO® building with the 

world of robotics, using 

motors and software. 

They will learn how to 

design and program their 

LEGO® bots that can 

perform all kinds of 

tasks! For children ages 

6+ 

_____________________ 

Mindstorms® Advanced 

Robotics 

Mindstorms® combines 

classic LEGO® building 

with the world of robotics, 

using motors, sensors and 

software. They will learn 

how to design and 

program their LEGO® bots 

that can perform all kinds 

of tasks! For children ages 

8+ 


